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Abstract
Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) is a common etiology of drug-resistant focal epilepsy. MRI and positron emission
tomography (PET) data have been routinely used in many epilepsy centers to identify FCD, and, in recent
years, several automatic FCD detection methods combining MRI and PET data enhanced detection performance.
Nevertheless, manually or automatically identifying FCD lesions with subtle structural features or of tiny sizes
accurately remains a challenge. On the other hand, researches incorporating low-density electroencephalogram
(EEG) data into automatic FCD detection are scarce. In this study, we propose a multi-modality solution which
utilizes an extra modality derived from EEG to guide the detection of type II FCD. Firstly, an automatic FCD
detection algorithm taking MRI and PET data as inputs was adopted to conduct preliminary FCD detection.
Secondly, we employed low-density EEG data to estimate the approximate sources of interictal epileptiform
discharges (IED) with an electrophysiological source imaging network. Subsequently, the preliminary FCD
detection results were filtered or guided by the IED source imaging results. By combining low-density EEG data
with MRI and PET data, our solution aims to improve FCD detection performance, especially among cases with
weak structural and metabolic features.
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1. Introduction

Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) is one of the leading causes of drug-resistant epilepsy [1]. Surgical
resection is the most effective approach to control epilepsy caused by FCD, and the success of surgery
relies on accurately detecting the epileptogenic lesions during presurgical evaluations. However, FCD
lesions often hide at the bottom of cortical sulci, making visual detection on MRI time-consuming and
highly dependent on readers’ experience. As a result, subtle FCD lesions often eludes visual inspection
during the radiological assessment [2], and patients are mistakenly diagnosed with MRI-negative
epilepsy, missing opportunities for surgical treatment.

Previous studies have reported that a combined analysis of MRI and metabolic data from PET is more
sensitive in detecting FCD type II [3, 4], and the hypometabolism of FCD in PET can help distinguish
false-positive findings produced during the MRI post-processing [5]. Thus, visual assessment of PET-
MRI co-registration has been routinely used in many epilepsy centers to detect FCD. In recent years,
machine learning methods [6, 7, 8, 9] have also been applied to FCD detection. However, manually or
automatically identifying lesions with subtle structural features or of tiny sizes accurately remains a
challenge.

On the other hand, researches incorporating low-density electroencephalogram (EEG) data into
automatic FCD detection are scarce. There are studies [10, 11, 12] employing high-density EEG to
localize epileptogenic zones with electrophysiological source imaging (ESI) techniques. Nevertheless,
as far as we know, high-density EEG data are not available in many epilepsy centers, and efforts can be
made to incorporate low-density EEG data into automatic FCD detection.
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Given that the spacial resolution of low-density EEG is relatively limited, in this study, we propose
a multi-modality solution which employed EEG, MRI, and PET to realize automatic FCD detection.
Firstly, we followed our previous work [9], an automatic FCD detection algorithm combining MRI
and PET data as inputs, to conduct preliminary FCD detection. Secondly, we utilized deep learning
neural networks to conduct ESI. Specifically, we followed a framework offered by study[12] to generate
training data through simulating electrical activities of a template brain; a continuous convolution
network was utilized to process the EEG signals spatially; and a LSTM network was chosen to aggregate
the features temporally. After that, the source imaging model was utilized to estimate the approximate
sources of interictal epileptiform discharges (IED). In most cases, the sources of IED are close to or
will overlap with the FCD lesions, so the IED source imaging results were adopted to improve the
preliminary FCD detection results. Specifically, if the preliminary detection proposed multiple possible
lesions, false-positive lesions outside the suspicious areas identified by the EEG data could be filtered
out. Especially, when the preliminary FCD detection failed to locate the lesions, it could be guided by
the IED source imaging results to generate more possible lesions in the suspicious areas.

Eight patients with MRI, PET, and identified IED were included in this study, and IED source imaging
results overlapped with FCD lesions in seven (87.5%) cases. Among the seven cases, the average number
of suspicious lesions output by the detection network decreased from 3 to 1.28 under the guidance of
EEG, improving the specificity of the algorithm. Moreover, a tiny lesion with subtle structural features
overlooked in the preliminary detection was located by the network after the introduction of EEG data.
In summary, by combining low-density EEG data with MRI and PET data, our solution aims to improve
FCD detection performance, especially in cases with weak structural and metabolic features.

2. Related work

In the past two to three years, representative studies on the localization of epileptic seizure onset
zones using dense channel EEG data combined with ESI techniques include the following. Study
[11] traced 76-channel EEG data and based on their experimental results, it was suggested that ictal
epileptiform discharges during seizures are likely to have better source localization accuracy than IED
during seizure-free intervals. Study [10] investigated the tracing of 76-channel EEG data and found that
high-frequency oscillations occurring simultaneously with sharp waves contribute to characterizing
the epileptic source area.

A concurrent study [13] indicated that relying solely on a single modality is difficult to achieve
sufficient detection sensitivity and specificity, and thus integrated dense channel EEG data with MRI,
PET, SPECT (single-photon emission computed tomography), and other data. Their dataset included
150 cases with negative MRI results or lesions that could not be confirmed by MRI alone, of which 32
cases were confirmed through surgical pathology. By combining different modalities in the experiments,
this study concluded that the combination of IED tracing results, diffusion-weighted imaging from MRI,
and nuclear medicine imaging achieved the highest accuracy.

The aforementioned studies utilized dense channel (76-channel) EEG data. However, to our knowledge,
most epilepsy centers do not have equipment for collecting dense channel EEG data. Therefore, it is
necessary to design multi-modal algorithms for localizing epileptic lesions in cases where only sparse
channel (19-channel) EEG data is available.

Brain source localization algorithms can be classified into traditional algorithms and machine learning-
based algorithms. Traditional electrophysiological source imaging methods include works such as
[14, 15]. They treat the task of estimating brain’s internal electrical activity from scalp EEG as an
optimization problem. This optimization problem aims to find the sources inside the brain that best
match the scalp EEG measurements. Since this optimization problem is ill-posed, conventional brain
source imaging methods currently require prior assumptions to restrict the solution space: either using
a small number of equivalent current dipole models to simulate brain activity [16, 17], or employing
regularization terms in distributed source models based on prior knowledge of brain activity distribution
[18]. However, considering the complexity of brain sources and brain networks, it is difficult to select
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and customize prior regularization terms that fully express the properties of brain sources, thereby
limiting the role of ESI in neuroscience research and clinical applications.

To overcome these limitations, a recent study [12] has approached brain source localization as a fitting
problem based on a large amount of data, using deep learning algorithms for EEG source localization.
However, the study did not utilize the positional information of different EEG electrodes. The values of
electrode positions in space are continuous, making it difficult to represent them through voxelization.
Studies [19], [20], and [21] proposed using deformable convolution kernels to replace high-resolution
traditional discrete convolution kernels. Among them, the idea presented in [19] is to use multilayer
perceptrons to approximate the weights of discrete convolution kernels in traditional convolutions.
Study [21] defined kernel points located in space to place continuous convolution kernels and used
linear rectification to control the distribution of kernel points in space. Previously, the authors proposed
an adaptive kernel point continuous voxel convolution network to address this problem. The adaptive
kernel points have two characteristics: they automatically distribute in space based on the input without
the need for manually defining linear rectification functions, and they generate convolution weights
based on the relative positions between input points and the kernel points.

3. Method

3.1. Clinical Case Acquisition

Eight patients were retrospectively included from the Second Affiliated Hospital of Zhejiang University
School of Medicine. Interictal brain PET images were acquired using a PET/CT scanner (Biograph
mCT, Siemens) at 40 minutes after intravenous injection of 18F-FDG (3.7 MBq/kg). FCD lesions were
clearly identifiable on MRI with hindsight, and no other structural lesions were found. An experienced
neurologist (C. C) manually drew the FCD lesion mask for each patient based on the 3D T1-weighted
(T1W) images. The T2-weighted (T2W) and FLAIR images were also simultaneously reviewed to ensure
accurate delineation of the dysplastic cortex. EEG electrodes were placed according to the International
10–20 system, and the data sampling rate was 500 Hz. IEDs were manually marked by (R. Z). All EEG
data were passed through a 0.5-70 Hz band-pass filter, and the artificial components were removed
using ICA analysis of EEGLAB before being fed into the model.

This study has been approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of the Second Affiliated Hospital,
Zhejiang University School of Medicine. Written informed consent has been obtained from all patients
or their guardians.

3.2. Preliminary FCD Detection

The procedure of preliminary FCD detection followed our previous work [9]. Here, we provide a brief
introduction to the relevant content.

Figure 1: An example of all the input feature maps in a patient. GM: grey matter, WM: white matter, CSF:
cerebrospinal fluid.
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The detection neural network was trained and tested using MRI and PET data from 82 patients. The
inputs of the network included structural features (junction, extension, and thickness maps extracted
with MAP [22] tools), tissue segmentation results (gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), and cere-
brospinal fluid (CSF)), and a metabolic feature (PET). All feature maps were registered to the MNI152
standard space, and regions such as the brainstem, diencephalon, basal ganglia, pituitary gland, and
lateral ventricles were removed from the input feature maps since lesions do not appear in those areas.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of all the filtered input feature maps.

The backbone network used was a 3D variant of U-Net and was deployed under the framework
offered by nnU-Net [23] to reduce computational overhead. Additionally, the loss function was formed
by combining Tversky loss [24] with Cross-entropy loss.

3.3. Deep Learning-Based IED Source Imaging

3.3.1. Training Data Generation

ESI is a crucial tool for noninvasively studying brain function and dysfunction. In this work, we employed
deep learning neural networks for ESI to localize epileptogenic zones. This approach was chosen as it
can be challenging for individuals without relevant training to select and optimize hyperparameters
for conventional ESI solvers. Deep learning-based IED source imaging methods rely on a significant
amount of brain dynamics and their corresponding EEG signals. We followed the framework proposed
by Sun et al. [12] to generate training data by simulating electrical activities of a template brain.

BrainDynamics Simulation For this study, all brain electrical activities were simulated on a template
brain called fsaverage5, which is a T1-weighted MRI brain model. The template brain was processed
using Freesurfer[25] to parcellate its cortical surface into 66 anatomical regions, and each anatomical
region was further subdivided into smaller, approximately equal-sized regions to yield a total of 998
target regions of interest (ROIs). A connectivity analysis of the 998 ROIs was then conducted based on
the study by Cammoun et al. [26] to a connectivity matrix. This connectivity matrix was subsequently
input into TheVirtualBrain (TVB) platform [27] to simulate brain electrical activities. The biophysical
model option in TVB was set to a neural mass model (NMM) [28], which has been demonstrated to
replicate physiological brain characteristics by generating neural excitations and inhibitions.

Synthetic EEG Generation Our data collection devices had 19 scalp electrodes, and the electrodes
were placed according to the International 10-20 system. Therefore, in Brainstorm [29], we set the EEG
cap type as Colin27/Generic/10-20/19, and a lead field matrix was computed using openMEEG [30]. The
role of the lead field matrix was to map the cortical activities to EEG electrode channels.

3.3.2. ESI Network Architectures

The objective of the ESI network was to estimate the brain activities of the 998 ROIs using signals from
the 19 electrodes, as illustrated in Figure 2. The training data for the ESI network consisted of the EEG
signals and their corresponding source cortical activities generated in the previous steps. Each input
EEG sequence from each channel had a length of 500, representing 1-second EEG signals, based on a
sampling rate of 500 Hz. The inputs ∈ R19×500 were then preprocessed to ensure their values were
distributed between −1.0 and 1.0. Specifically, the average value of a sequence was subtracted from
the sequence values, followed by subtracting the average value of signals at the same time from the
signals. Afterward, the inputs were divided by their maximum absolute value. Once preprocessed, the
19-channel EEG sequences needed to be aggregated spatially and temporally.

Spatial Aggregation In addition to the EEG signals from the 19 electrodes, the positions of these
electrodes could also be utilized as inputs to organize the EEG signals spatially. However, the irregular
format of electrode position information posed a challenge in effectively utilizing it. To address this
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Figure 2: An example of IED source estimation.

issue, we explored and compared two different spatial aggregating schemes. The first approach involved
extracting spatial features using a continuous convolution network [31], while the second approach
encoded the position information and concatenated it with the electrode signals to form inputs. As far
as our experiments showed, the former approach outperformed the latter, and thus, we selected it as
our spatial aggregating solution.

The key idea of continuous convolution networks is to replace discrete (pixel or voxel-wise) convolu-
tion kernels typically used in traditional convolutional neural networks with continuous convolution
kernels.

In our work, the continuous convolution network assumed that there were K convolution kernel
points evenly distributed throughout the brain space. The positions of these kernel points were defined
as

{︀̃︀𝑥𝑘 ⃒⃒
𝑘 = 1, 2, ...,𝐾

}︀
⊂ ℬ3

𝑟 , where K denoted the total number of kernel points, and ℬ3
𝑟 represented

the brain space. Let 𝑥𝑖 represent the coordinate of an electrode 𝒫 ∈ R𝑁×3. By defining a function ℎ to
describe the distribution of kernel weights over ℬ3

𝑟 , the kernel function 𝑔 for any electrode 𝑥𝑖 ∈ ℬ3
𝑟

could be expressed as:
𝑔(𝑥𝑖) =

∑︁
𝑘<𝐾

ℎ(𝑥𝑖, ̃︀𝑥𝑘) (1)

Since the number of ROIs (998) was much larger than the number of electrodes (19), we set the number
of kernel points to 256 and assigned input signals from the electrodes to the kernel points, rather than
vice versa, in order to balance the disparity in quantity. Subsequently, the electrode signals could be
aggregated to the kernel points as follows:

𝑓𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑙(̃︀𝑥𝑘) = ∑︁
𝑛<𝑁

ℎ(𝑥𝑛, ̃︀𝑥𝑘)𝑓𝑛 (2)

where N represented the number of electrodes, 𝑓𝑖 ∈ R𝑇×1 represented the EEG signals of the electrode,
and T denoted the length of the signal.

Specifically, ℎ(𝑥𝑛, ̃︀𝑥𝑘) was approximated using a multi-layer perceptron (MLP). Each kernel had its
corresponding MLP, enabling the projection of input signals to K kernel points through a set of K MLPs.
Thus, Equation 2 could be reformulated as:

𝑓𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑙(̃︀𝑥𝑘) = ∑︁
𝑛<𝑁

𝑀𝐿𝑃𝑘(𝑥𝑛)𝑓𝑛 (3)

The K MLPs had two main responsibilities: creating a set of K kernel points with implicit coordinates
in the space and distributing electrode signals to the respective kernel points based on the relative
positions between the electrodes and kernel points.
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Figure 3: The overall data flow of IED source imaging

Temporal Aggregation Although the Transformer architecture has proven superior to RNNs in
natural language processing, we employed LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) [32] as our temporal
aggregating network, similar to previous studies [12]. This decision was motivated by the computational
efficiency advantages offered by LSTM over the Transformer. More importantly, the electrical activities
within the brain at a given time point are predominantly influenced by preceding activities in close
temporal proximity. Consequently, calculating attention between signals that are temporally distant
would be redundant.

The input signals from the electrodes were first distributed to the kernel points. Subsequently, the
spatially aggregated features were fed into the LSTM network to predict the electrical activities of the
998 ROIs. The overall data flow of IED source imaging is illustrated in Figure 3. Specifically, we utilized
the mean square error between the network’s estimated source cortical activities and the previously
generated cortical activities as the loss function.

3.4. Multi-modality Fusion Strategy

In most cases, the sources of IED are located close to, or overlap with, FCD lesions, which makes it
possible to utilize the IED source imaging results to improve the preliminary FCD detection outcomes.
Additionally, the spatial resolution of low-density EEG is limited, and there may be discrepancies
between the regions of IED and seizure onset zones [33]. Therefore, it is reasonable to employ IED
source imaging results to conduct lobe-wise or hemisphere-wise guidance based on the quality of the
source imaging results.

Specifically, if the preliminary detection suggests multiple possible lesions, false-positive lesions
outside the suspicious areas identified by the EEG data can be filtered. Moreover, when the detection
algorithm fails to locate the lesions, it can be guided by the IED source imaging results to generate
additional possible lesions in the suspicious areas, thereby improving the lesion detection rate.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. IED Source Imaging Results

We conducted experiments to compare two spatial aggregating schemes: the continuous convolution
network introduced in Section 3.3.2 and a Transformer network that encoded position information
and concatenated it with electrode signals as inputs. The experimental results, presented in Table
1, demonstrated that the continuous convolution network achieved better performance. It could
be attributed to the dimension expansion. By directly concatenating the signals and the electrode
coordinates, the input dimension increased from one to three. However, it is important to note that
the dimension representing the EEG signal values held greater significance compared to the other two
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dimensions. Consequently, we selected the continuous convolution network as our spatial aggregating
solution, which indirectly incorporated the position information.

Table 1
Experiment results of the two spatial aggregating schemes

Solution Spatial aggregation method Aggregation network Mean square error

1
Continuous convolution
kernels

Multi-layer perceptron 0.014

2
Concatenating coordinates
with electrode signals

Transformer 0.060

We included eight patients with MRI, PET, and identified IED in this study. The IED source imaging
results overlapped with FCD lesions in seven cases (87.5%), as shown in Figure 4. In the case that
failed (Case 8), the source imaging result indicated strong electrical activities in the right occipital lobe,
while the FCD lesion was actually located in the right temporal lobe, where only subtle activities were
revealed. The source imaging results of Case 3 and Case 7 showed multiple source areas, and all of
these possible source areas were considered as suspicious lesion areas.

4.2. EEG-Guided FCD Detection

Among the seven cases where the IED source imaging results overlapped with their FCD lesions, we
were able to filter out false-positive lesions outside the suspicious areas identified by the EEG data. For
example, in the preliminary detection results of Case 5, three possible lesions were identified, and the
IED source imaging result indicated strong IED signals in the left frontal lobe. Therefore, we could filter
out the possible lesions outside the suspicious lobe and obtain the final predicted lesion position, as
shown in Figure 5. Moreover, when the detection algorithm failed to locate the lesions, we could use
the IED source imaging results to generate additional possible lesions in the suspicious areas.

Table 2
Detection results before and after the guidance of EEG data.

Case
ID

IED
source

imaging
areas

without EEG guidance with EEG guidance
Suspicious

lesions
number

Detection
result

Suspicious
lesions
number

Detection
result

1 2 4 Success 1 Success
2 1 2(14*) Fail 0(2*) Fail/Success*
3 1 3 Success 3 Success
4 1 3 Success 1 Success
5 1 2 Success 1 Success
6 2 2 Success 1 Success
7 2 5 Success 2 Success

Mean 1.43 3 - 1.28 -
*: The results of a high-sensitivity version of the detection network

The detection results of the seven patients before and after the guidance of the EEG data are listed in
Table 2. The average number of suspicious lesions output by the detection network decreased from 3 to
1.28 under the guidance of EEG, thus improving the specificity of the algorithm. Notably, in Case 2, a
small lesion with subtle structural features was initially overlooked in the preliminary detection but
successfully identified after incorporating the EEG data. Specifically, despite the preliminary detection
did not detect the lesion, the source imaging result indicated the right occipital lobe as a suspicious area.
Consequently, the detection network was adjusted to propose additional possible lesions. Out of the 14
possible lesions suggested by the tuned network, only two were situated within the suspicious lobe,
and one of them overlapped with the ground truth lesion, thus effectively uncovering the FCD lesion.
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Case 1 Case 2 

Case 3 Case 4 

Case 5 Case 6 

Case 7 Case 8 

Figure 4: The IED source imaging results of all the cases. Left: Sources of IEDs estimated by the network,
where the values indicate the relative strength of electrical activities in the ROIs. Right: Lesions marked by an
experienced neurologist.

5. Discussion

5.1. Data Modalities

High-density EEG provides higher spatial resolution than low-density EEG. However, high-density
EEG devices are not widely available in epilepsy centers. Besides, a study [11] reported that the values
of ictal recordings over interictal recordings might be overlooked. Nevertheless, the ictal recordings
are much scarcer and often unavailable due to limited EEG recording time. Therefore, our proposed
solution aims to enhance the performance of focal cortical dysplasia detection in scenarios where both
high-density EEG sensors and ictal EEG recordings are unavailable. This approach offers advantages in
terms of data accessibility.
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Figure 5: Possible lesions outside the suspicious lope were filtered.

5.2. Limitations

Due to the limited number of identified IED recordings, our study only included eight patients. To
validate the generality of our solution, further research with a larger sample size is necessary.

We only implemented a deep learning-based IED source imaging scheme and did not explore tradi-
tional IED source imaging methods. Additionally, the structural differences between patients’ brains
and the template brain are to introduce deviations which cannot be omitted. Therefore, the source
imaging solution in our work could be further optimized or replaced by other methods.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we propose a multi-modality solution that utilizes an additional modality derived from
EEG to guide the detection of type II FCD. We employed low-density EEG data to estimate the sources
of IED using a deep learning-based neural network, and the source imaging results showed an overlap
with FCD lesions in 87.5% of the cases. Among the seven successful cases, the average number of
suspicious lesions output by the detection network decreased from 3 to 1.28 under the guidance of
EEG. Furthermore, the network successfully located a small lesion with subtle structural features that
had been overlooked in the preliminary detection. By combining low-density EEG data with MRI and
PET data, our solution aims to improve FCD detection performance, particularly in cases with weak
structural and metabolic features.
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